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• Origins and structure
• Graduate student perspective on collaboration
• Librarian perspective on collaboration
• Feedback
• Lessons Learned
• Ideas for the future
• Questions
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Funding for Grad students & publicity, marketing

Librarians to teach, marketing

Grad Education Officer, coordination
Structure
Current set-up

- 4 modules offered 3 times a year tailored to 5 broad subject areas: Humanities; Social Sciences; Sciences & Engineering; Health & Biological Sciences; Agricultural, Environmental Sciences & Nutrition
- Module 1 – EndNote Essentials
- Module 2 – Graduate Research Tool Kit
- Module 3 – Search Strategies and Techniques
- Module 4 – Getting your Research Out
Clip from Limitless
Co-teaching
What we’ve learned.
Advice
Questions?
Credits


http://www.flickr.com/photos/krossbow/3157711778/